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Clean out & Trouble Call Preparation/Expectation Sheet 
Rodent 
 

Your residence has been identified as one that will need further treatment from our pest control 
provider. Please have the following preparations completed by the morning of the day of treatment. 
Failure to have these preparations completed in full may result in a monetary charge.  
 
Preparation: 
1.) Completely empty under kitchen and bathroom sink cabinets and top of refrigerator of all items and 
place them in a non-treatment area such as the dining room table.  
2.) Inspect cabinets/pantry for food with activity and discard out of the unit if any evidence is found. 
3.) Take this opportunity to clean up cabinets and these other areas prior to the treatment 
4.) Please make baseboards accessible throughout unit by moving furniture 1ft away from walls and by 
picking up clothes, toys, etc.  
5.) Remove all items from the bottom of closets and under your bed to allow access (Very important)  
6.) Please leave any pertinent information on a note for the technician such as where rodents were seen 
7.) How you prepare dramatically affects the quality of your treatment and how quickly we gain control 
 
Instructions after treatment have been completed: 
1.) Please wipe down tops of counter tops and under sinks with a mild detergent.  
2.) Remove all droppings from cabinets, counters, behind appliances and any areas within the unit. (This 
is very important as this is the only way to truly monitor new activity) 
2.) You may replace items once the aforementioned areas have been cleaned and droppings removed. 
3.) Place any food or aromatic items in a sealed container/zip lock bag as rodents can utilize for food 
4.) Please refrain from leaving dog food and water out if possible as the smell will attract rodents 
5.) Place any papers or loose items in storage bins and try to lift off of floor in closets and other areas 
 
Expectations of treatments and resident:  
1.) The materials/traps are designed to reduce rodents when placed but also impact going forward.  
2.) The materials/traps are designed to get the rodents when they are actively foraging.  
3.) Weir has either placed bait in secure tamper resistant black boxes, set traps or glue boards or applied 
dust in voids. Please take care to leave these materials/traps alone. Keep pets and children away. 
4.) Weir has also performed minor exclusion work to keep rodents from entering or getting back out.  
5.) Rodent sightings are expected after service. Expect to see more rodent activity. Allow at least 4 
weeks before calling for additional services as we do have active materials within the unit. 
4.) Rodents are actively trying to search for food; it is imperative that sanitation within the unit be in 
good order as to not compete with our bait that has been placed. (Leave our bait as only food option) 
5.) Store all food and especially pet food in sealed containers, zip lock bags or refrigerator.  
6.) Clean and degrease all areas especially stoves and refrigerators being sure to clean under appliances  
7.) Clean dirty dishes as soon as possible and keep off of counters 
8.) Do not treat with over the counter materials (self-treatment) as they compete with our bait 
9.) It takes everyone involved to control rodents; Please assist us in trying to keep everyone pest free 

 


